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Boss Your Wife’s Asking for A Divorce Again
Chapter 881

Chapter 881 The Worst Type of People

Just then, Toby tightened his grip on the steering wheel so much so that Sonia could see
the veins on his hands popping up.

“Actually, my parents never slept with each other at all.” His statement caused Sonia to
cover her mouth in shock. “Are you for real?”

“It’s true.” He nodded emotionlessly. “It was written in my mother’s diary. She used to have a
habit of doing that. My mother never loved my father, so there was no way that she would
have accepted him. My father was a prideful man, so he would never force her to do it as
well.

After they got married, one stayed in the master bedroom while the other stayed in a
refurbished changing room, and nothing ever happened between them even though they
lived together. This means that there was no way that I could have been conceived.
However, they had a duty to produce an heir for the Fullers, so they secretly did in-vitro
fertilization to have me.”

“Seriously?” Sonia’s mouth fell open as her heart started racing.

It was obvious that she was stunned after hearing what Toby said.

“Does Grandma know about this?” she asked.

Toby shook his head. “She doesn’t. I wouldn’t even have known the way I was conceived if I
hadn’t gone through my mother’s diary.”

Sonia placed her hand on top of Toby’s hand before giving him a look of heartache.
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That was right. It was a look of heartache.

Toby wasn’t born as an evidence of love between his parents like other ordinary children, but
due to duty.

It was like his arrival hadn’t been anticipated by his parents at all. Instead, he was just a tool
created by his parents to accomplish a mission.

“Toby…” Sonia trailed off with a hoarse voice. Although she wanted to console him, she
didn’t know where to start as she was worried that she might hurt him if she wasn’t being
careful with what she said.

Knowing that she felt conflicted, Toby held her hand in his before he chuckled lowly. “It’s
fine. Although I wasn’t conceived out of love, they were still responsible as parents.

The way I was conceived didn’t affect their love for me. Instead, they really adored me, so I
didn’t experience any lack of love during my childhood.”

Toby’s mother loved him when she was still alive. Even after her death, Jean’s arrival also
provided him with motherly love.

Other than that, Toby’s father’s attitude toward him never changed even after remarrying, so
Toby didn’t think that there was anything to feel sad about regarding the way he was
conceived.

Noticing that Toby meant what he said instead of consoling her so that she wouldn’t worry
about him, Sonia sighed in relief. “That’s good to know.”

She nodded before asking again, “She probably did that because of Connor, didn’t she?”

Toby’s mother probably wanted to remain abstinent for Connor.

Toby nodded. “Yes. She mentioned in her diary that she made a promise with Connor. After
getting married to my father and conceiving an heir for the Fullers, she would find an excuse
to divorce my father and get back together with Connor after the heir grew up and could
understand that she wanted to be with the person she really loved.
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My mother told Connor that she would conceive the Fullers’ next inheritor through in-vitro
fertilization and wouldn’t do anything intimate with my father. She practiced abstinence for
him, and she hoped that he would do so as well.”

“Did Connor agree to it?” Sonia asked.

However, she quickly realized that her question was unnecessary.

How could Anya exist if Connor had agreed to it?

“In my mother’s diary, she wrote that Connor agreed to remain abstinent with her and waited
till my mother left the Fuller Family so that they could get back together. I can still remember
how happy my mother sounded in her diary, but…”

Toby’s facial expression suddenly darkened, and Sonia squeezed his hand. “Although he
made a promise, he betrayed your mother and had Anya. That’s why you looked off and
angry at the police station when you heard that Anya is his illegitimate daughter, and that
she’s just three years younger than you.”

Toby did not deny Sonia’s statement, and there was a storm brewing in his gaze. “Yes. I’m
furious because of that. My mother was abstinent for ten years because of him, but he
already betrayed her three years after they made their promise.

He had an illegitimate daughter and chose to hide her identity until now, and my mother died
not knowing that the man she loved had already betrayed her a long time ago. It’s possible
that he had betrayed her even earlier than that. In fact, he could have already betrayed her
while they were together!”

Sonia didn’t know what to say.

It was true that there were many men who would cheat on their partners while showering
them with sweet nothings.

To them, loving a woman and getting under the sheets with other women wasn’t a conflict in
interest at all. In fact, there were also shameless ones who would make outrageous claims
like, ‘I gave someone else my body, but I gave you my heart’.
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The thought of that disgusted Sonia, and she was guessing that Connor was probably
someone like this.

At that thought, a disgusted look flashed across her face. “I really feel bad for her. She will
never know that the man she loved was actually a horrible man.”

There was no need to make such a promise with a woman if he couldn’t keep it, as it would
only put him in a bad light.

Now, Sonia took back what she thought about Connor not having to practice abstinence for
Toby’s mother after her marriage, because all she did was to remain abstinent for Connor so
that she could present herself to him purely.

However, Connor was sleeping with other women despite the promise he made to Toby’s
mother and ended up having an illegitimate daughter.

Sonia felt sorry for Toby’s mother.

Maybe that’s why she left this world so soon.

Initially, she couldn’t understand why Toby’s mother would even attempt suicide.

Although she was in love with Connor, she had broken up with him to get married to Toby’s
father, so it was only natural for Connor to get married to other women.

It turned out that the two of them had actually made a promise with each other that was not
known to outsiders.

While Toby’s mother kept the promise and was waiting to get divorced so that she could get
back together with Connor, Connor had already betrayed her years ago and revealed that he
was getting married when Toby’s mother was about to divorce Toby’s father.

How could Toby’s mother, who had been waiting to be reunited with Connor for such a long
time, not break down when she received such devastating news?

Her everlasting conviction and persistence for ten years was destroyed single-handedly by
the man that she loved, and that was why she took her own life.
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At that moment, Toby’s mother probably had already realized that she had wasted ten years,
and her feelings were merely a joke. Nevertheless, she couldn’t turn back time, nor could
she bring herself to move forward. She could only choose to end her life in the end.

What a pitiful story.

At the thought of that, Sonia inhaled deeply, looking sad. “Connor indirectly caused your
mother’s death, and he should be responsible for it. He shouldn’t have broken his promise to
her. He betrayed her not once, but twice—the first for having Anya, his illegitimate daughter,
and the second for getting married again.

Although he canceled his engagement after your mother’s death, she won’t return anymore.
He brought her hope but ended up destroying it himself. He—”

“He deserves death!” Toby cut her off and said with a hatred-filled voice.

Sonia hummed in acknowledgement. “You’re right. Men who play with women’s feelings are
the worst.”

She didn’t know if Connor still had feelings for Toby’s mother, but even if he did, it only
disgusted her.

Boss Your Wife’s Asking for A Divorce Again
Chapter 882

Chapter 882 Don’t Betray Me

“I’m at fault as well.”

Suddenly, Toby took off his seatbelt and spun around to pull Sonia, who was sitting in the
front passenger seat, into a hug. He placed his chin on her shoulder before he said
dejectedly, “If only I found out that Connor betrayed my mother when I was younger, she
wouldn’t have had to suffer for ten years, and she wouldn’t have felt so hopeless that she
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took her own life. If she knew that Connor betrayed her earlier, she might have been able to
move on from the relationship and accept my father instead.”

Sonia could sense the loneliness and guilt from the man next to her, and she reached out to
pat his back. “Don’t say that. It’s not your fault at all. How could you have thought about all
that when you were just a kid? You’re not responsible for what happened, and you can’t
blame yourself for it. Your mother loved you, and she would be sad if she knew that you
blamed yourself for her death. I’m sure you don’t want that to happen, do you?”

This time, Toby didn’t say anything. Instead, he hugged Sonia tighter and buried his head
into her neck deeper.

Meanwhile, Sonia continued patting his back, consoling him silently.

Although Toby normally looked powerful and unfazed as if he could achieve anything he
wanted, he was just an ordinary man behind his glorious facade.

An ordinary man with feelings just like every other human.

He would feel sad, guilty, and self sabotage as well.

Currently, Toby really needed a companion to console him.

A while later, he let go of Sonia and started the car engine to drive away after a traffic police
came knocking at the car window to remind them that they couldn’t park here for long.

On the way back to Bayside Residence, Toby drove quietly while staring ahead at the road.

When they reached Bayside Residence, he parked the car in the parking lot before letting go
of the steering wheel and turned to Sonia. Then, he finally spoke again. “Don’t worry. I won’t
become someone like Connor Salzburg.”

“Huh?” Sonia, who was undoing her seatbelt, paused as she was confused about why Toby
would say something like that.

Nevertheless, Toby held her hand with a serious expression on his face. “I’ll be loyal to you.
My heart and body belong to you, and I won’t act like Connor by cheating on you like what he
did to my mother. This is my promise to you. Please believe me.”
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A man should know to keep his promises.

Once a promise was made, he must be able to keep it.

Ever since he was young, Toby had been taught to not be a person who couldn’t keep their
promises. One should give their all to the person one loved, and that person should be the
only one in their eyes.

Even if the feeling of love was gone, one’s loyalty was expected as long as they were still
together.

This was basic respect toward that person as well as responsibility toward one’s morals.

Of course, Toby would never stop loving Sonia, so he was disgusted at what Connor did as a
man himself.

The reason why he was telling Sonia all these was because while there were many men in
this world that behaved like Connor, there were still many good men that existed, and he
was one of them.

Toby didn’t want Sonia to be suspicious that he might cheat on her after hearing about
Connor’s wrongdoings, since he had made a promise to her as well. He was worried that
she might lose trust in his promise because of Connor.

If that was really the case, he would be really frustrated.

Hence, Toby really wanted to prove himself to Sonia that he wasn’t like Connor, and that he
would never become like him.

She’ll believe me, won’t she?

He pursed his lips as his gaze darkened. However, a hint of anxiousness could be seen in
his dark gaze.

Toby was really worried that Sonia would not trust him and think that he might cheat on her
because of Connor.
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Noticing how nervous the man was, Sonia pursed her lips and chuckled softly. “Come on,
don’t be like that. I won’t doubt you just because of what Connor did to your mother.
Everyone is different, and I know that well.”

It was too easy to guess what Toby was thinking about. Sonia could immediately tell what
was bothering him.

Although Sonia thought that Toby’s worries were unnecessary, she was still touched that he
had immediately thought of her feelings and wanted to make sure that she wouldn’t
overthink.

“There are many perspectives from which we view the world and humans. There are good
people and bad people. I won’t think badly of every man in this world just because Connor is
a horrible one because that would be unfair to all other nice men. Don’t worry. I won’t
overthink or suspect that you might cheat on me. Even if I don’t trust you, I should trust my
taste in men. I believe the man that I like won’t be a cheater. What do you think?”

She turned to Toby with a smile while Toby nodded with determination. “Of course. I won’t
let you doubt your taste in men.”

“Good. That’s already enough for me.” Sonia squeezed the man’s hand.

Toby sighed in relief.

Great. Looks like she’s not affected by what Connor did. If she is, I’ll immediately crush
Connor without any regards for the consequences that I’ll be facing.

While pondering to himself, he felt his heart racing after hearing what Sonia said next.

“However…” Sonia’s glistening eyes narrowed slightly.

At the same time, Toby felt his heart skip a beat as he had a bad feeling about this. “What?”
he gulped and asked with a hoarse voice.

Sonia stared at the man in front of her while grinning and didn’t bother hiding the cunning
look in her eyes. “If you really cheat on me while we are still together and destroy my trust
for you, don’t blame me for destroying your reproductive tool.”
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Then, she made a cutting gesture and shifted her gaze downward before fixating it between
the man’s legs.

Immediately, Toby’s pupils shrank, and he felt a little intimidated. Under Sonia’s heated gaze,
his legs, which were apart, closed instinctively.

It was obvious that he hadn’t expected Sonia to say that.

That’s kind of cruel, man.

Seeing that Toby remained quiet while pursing his lips, Sonia propped her head against her
hand before a ghost of a smile appeared on her face. “What’s wrong? Do you think that I
went over the line? I don’t think so, though, because I won’t do that as long as you don’t
cheat on me. If you think that I went over the line, does that mean that you’re planning to
treat me like how Connor treated your mother?”

“No!” Toby frowned and quickly exclaimed, “I will never become like him.”

“Why were you quiet, then? I made myself clear. You won’t think that I’m crossing the line as
long as you don’t betray me, because there’s nothing to worry about if you won’t do it.”
Sonia’s gaze met Toby’s.

At this moment, Toby sighed softly. “I don’t think that you went over the line. I was just
shocked by what you said.”

“Shocked?” Sonia tilted her head to the side curiously while Toby nodded and hummed in
acknowledgement. “I wasn’t afraid of what you said just now, and I’m not worried about it
happening, but still, don’t stare at me like that. You made me feel like you might just end me
within the next second. You should know all men care about their assets. After all…”

He looked around.
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